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General Studies Year 11 Term 4

Life for Beginners 

Lesson Content

Lesson One Independent Living : To know the issues  young people face living independently and to understand and identify how we can make a success of living independently 
by being law abiding, financially capable and  self sufficient. To be able to look at case studies and identify whether a person is ready to live independently and the 
advantages and disadvantages of this. 

Lesson Two Rent or buy: To know the issues of buying or renting and the best way we can prepare for adult life.  To understand and identify whether it is financially viable to buy
or rent a property . To be able to look at case studies  and identify if a person is ready to buy or rent. 

Lesson 
Three

Income and expenditure To know how to sensibly manage our personal and household budgets and how we can save money.  To understand how people get into 
situations where they spend over their budget and  to identify where they could be  saving. To be able to explain the meaning of complex financial terms and create 
budgets to challenge your partner (or house share people)  to save and  borrow responsibly. 

Lesson Four Get Services  such as water, electricity, gas and Broadband. To know what services and utilities you need in your home. To understand the importance of  
researching services  well before you move into a new home. To be able to identify companies who provide essential utilities and services and explain the different 
choices you might have.

Lesson Five Apply for support.   To know the types of support available to you as a student and as a young adult. To understand some situations that might require support and to 
be able to identify place to get that support. 

Lesson Six Risk Taking  : To  know ways to  avoid negative consequences of excessive risk taking and to understand and identify the long and short term risks  of poor decision 
making.   To correctly identify why young people are pre disposed  to risk  taking and to be able to explain. in scientific terms,  why young people take excessive risks.

Key Questions: How can you ensure that your transition to independence and adult life will be as stress free as possible. What steps to you need to take to ensure you have 

met your basic needs to be warm, safe, clothed and fed  as you take your steps towards independence. 



Lesson 
One

Independent – not depending on another. 

Lesson 
Two

Rent – a tenant's regular payment to a landlord for the 
use of property or land
Tenant - a person who occupies land or property rented 
from a landlord
Landlord - A landlord is anyone who rents out a property 
they own

Tenancy - the temporary possession or occupancy of 

something (such as a house) that belongs to another

Key Words and Vocabulary

Lesson Three Income – money you receive (wage, gift, 
benefit, loan)
Expenditure – money you pay out (bills)
Recession – a period of economic decline

Lesson Four Utilities and Services  - essential services we 
need in our homes such as gas, water and 
electricity. 

TV Licence – needed to watch or record 

programmes as they're being shown on TV, on 
any channel. watch or stream programmes live 
on an online TV service (such as ITV Hub, All 4, 
YouTube, Amazon Prime Video, Now TV, Sky 
Go, etc.) download or watch any BBC 
programmes on iPlayer.

Lesson Five Benefits - payments from the government to 
certain people on low incomes, or to meet 
specific needs. 
Support  - to give assistance, especially 
financially. 

Lesson Six Risk – a situation involving the possibility of 
negative consequences.
Impaired judgement – a time when your mind 
isn’t thinking clearly. It may be under the 
influence of alcohol, drugs or peer pressure. 

Reflection Task:  You are thinking of moving away for a 
job or college. What research should you start doing? 
How can you start saving to make sure your transition to 
independence is easier?  


